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DATE 
March 8, 2019 

 
EXHIBITING INSTITUTION (EXHIBITOR) 
Exhibitor:  Eastern Washington State Historical Society 
Institution: Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture 
Address: 2316 W 1st Ave, Spokane, WA 99201 
Name:   Francis Langston   
Title:   Chief Financial Officer 
E-mail:  francis.langston@northwestmuseum.org Phone: +1 509 456 3931 
 
EXHIBITION TITLE 
Pompeii: The Immortal City  
 
EXHIBITION DESCRIPTION 
In just 24 hours Pompeii and neighboring Herculaneum were buried by a catastrophic volcanic eruption in 79 AD. The site 
was lost for about 1500 years and remained mostly untouched until 1748. Now the most advanced scientific research in 
history brings to light the extraordinary achievements of Pompeii and the Roman world. Through artworks, interactive 
mechanical devices and multimedia experiences, this exhibition takes visitors on a journey through time and space to a 
first-century Roman town. It puts visitors at the center of the events as they hear the roar of Mount Vesuvius and feel the 
earth move under their feet. As the show reaches its climax, Vesuvius erupts before their eyes. 
 
EXHIBITION SIZE 
Approx. 10,000-13,000 square feet/ 1,000 – 1,300 square meters, Minimum Ceiling Height 11.5 feet/3.5 meters 
 
DURATION OF EXHIBITION 
12 (twelve) weeks 
From: February 7, 2020    To: May 3, 2020 
Media Opening Date: February 7, 2020  Public Opening Date: February 8, 2020 
 
EXHIBITION RENTAL FEE (US$) 
Exhibitor shall pay to Company an Exhibition Rental Fee based for the Exhibition, which shall be based on a scale directly 
related to the sponsorship dollars raised by the Exhibition, and as follows: 
 

Sponsorship Dollars Raised Exhibition Rental Fee 

     $0 – $175,000      $270,000 (two hundred seventy thousand dollars) 

     $175,000 – $250,000      $320,000 (three hundred twenty thousand dollars) 

     $250,000 – $350,000      $370,000 (three hundred seventy thousand dollars) 

     $350,000+      $420,000 (four hundred twenty thousand dollars) 
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LOGISTICS FEE/INSTALLATION/DE-INSTALLATION FEE (US$)  
$180,000 (one hundred eighty thousand dollars) 
Logistics Fee includes all exhibition-related international and domestic transportation and customs, crating, and other 
exhibition logistics related costs; as well as insurance related costs. The Installation/De-installation Fee includes a 
preparatory site visit; daily fees and travel expenses for up to 6 (six) persons supplied by Company, including a site 
supervisor, curator, technician(s) and courier(s), for approximately 15 (fifteen) days at installation and approximately 10 
(ten) days at de-installation. 
 
REVENUE SHARE (US$) 
Exhibitor share a portion of the ticket revenues generated from Exhibition Admission with Company. The Revenue Share 
shall begin once the Exhibitor reaches the Break-Even attendance marks established herein at the percentages listed 
below and accordance with the Exhibition Rental Fee paid by Exhibitor. Break-Even attendance is based on paid visitors. 
 

Exhibition Rental Fee Break-Even Attendance Mark Revenue Share due to Company  
(after Break-Even Attendance) 

     $270,000  34,000 Visitors 50% of ticket revenue 
     $320,000 28,500 Visitors 40% of ticket revenue 
     $370,000 27,000 Visitors 30% of ticket revenue 
     $420,000 23,000 Visitors 25% of ticket revenue 

 
ROYALTY FEE(S) DUE TO EDG (US$) 
Exhibitor shall pay to EDG 20% (twenty percent) on gross sales of Photo-op, Retail and Programming associated with the 
Exhibition. 

 
PAYMENT SCHEDULE (US$) 

 
SERVICE PROVIDED 

 
AMOUNT 

 
PAYMENT DUE DATE 

Reservation of Exhibition: $50,000 (fifty thousand dollars) Due: Upon Execution  

Delivery of Marketing Tool Kit, as 
specified in Section 24.2: 

$65,000 (sixty five thousand dollars) Due: July 15, 2019 

Final layout, specifications, including 
electrical requirements, lighting needs, 
load-in schedule(s), and related items as 
specified in Sections 5.1 and 5.2:  
  

$65,000 (sixty five thousand dollars) Due: October 15, 2019  

Delivery of the Exhibition: $90,000 (ninety thousand dollars) January 15, 2020 
 
OTHER FEES 

 
AMOUNT 

 
PAYMENT DUE DATE 

“True Up” (The remainder of the 
Exhibition Rental Fee based on 
Sponsorship Dollars Raised.) 

Rental Fee Balance  February 28, 2020 

Logistics/Installation/De-installation: $90,000 (ninety thousand dollars) Due: 1 month before Opening 
Logistics/Installation/De-installation: $90,000 (ninety thousand dollars) Due: 1 month before Closing 
Revenue Share:  Due: Monthly 
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All payments due under this Agreement, including but not limited to Rental Fees, Royalty Fees, Logistics/Installation/De-
Installation Fees, shall be paid free of (and without deduction for) any taxes, tax withholdings, and other charges and 
deductions. 
 
COMPANY CONTACTS 
The Exhibition is owned by Tempora S. A. (“Tempora” or “Company”). 
Name:  Raphaël Remiche 
Address: Rue des Anciens étangs, 1190 Forest, Brussels, Belgium 
Email:  raphael.remiche@tempora.be   Phone:   +32 (0) 2 549 60 70 
 
EDG CONTACTS  
Exhibits Development Group, LLC (“EDG”) has been contracted by Tempora as its authorized agent for sales and 
distribution of the Exhibition.  
Name:  Amy Noble Seitz 
Title:  Founder & CEO  
Address:  214 East Fourth Street, Suite #170, Saint Paul, MN 55101 
E-mail:  amys@exhibitsdevelopment.com  Phone:   +1 651 222 1121  
 
Name:  Elizabeth Frerichs  
Title:  Director of Tour Operations 
Email:  elizabethf@exhibitsdevelopment.com  Phone:   +1 651 289 6750  
 
 
EXHIBITORS CONTACTS 
Exhibitor:  Eastern Washington State Historical Society   
Address:    2316 W 1st Ave, Spokane, WA 99201 
 
Name:   Francis Langston  
Title:   Chief Financial Officer 
E-mail:  francis.langston@northwestmuseum.org   
Phone:  +1 509 456 3931   
 
TEMPORA invoices are delivered via email unless requested otherwise requested.  Payment is due by electronic wire 
transfer.    
 
DISCLAIMER: This Executive Summary is provided solely for informational purposes. The Terms and Conditions of the 
Museum Agreement shall prevail and legally bind the Parties. 
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The following terms and conditions of this Museum Agreement (hereinafter “Agreement”) bind the Company and 
Exhibitor (hereinafter “Parties”) in relation to the Exhibition titled, Pompeii: The Immortal City. The Parties agree as 
follows: 
 
1. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF LICENSE AGREEMENT AND TERMS 

 
This Agreement outlines the terms and conditions between Tempora S.A. (“Tempora” or “Company”) and Eastern 
Washington State Historical Society (“Exhibitor” or “Museum”) as it relates to the rental agreement for the 
exhibition, Pompeii: The Immortal City (“Exhibition”), owned and licensed by Tempora S.A (“Tempora”). Exhibits 
Development Group (“EDG”) shall be party to this Agreement as Tempora’s authorized agent.  

 
2. DEFINITIONS 
 

In addition to the other terms defined in this Agreement, unless the context shall otherwise require, the following 
terms shall have the following definitions throughout this Agreement: 

 
2.1. “Duration”: The term during which Exhibition is shown at the Museum. 
2.2. “EDG”: Exhibits Development Group, LLC, authorized agent of Tempora for the sales and distribution of the 

Exhibition. EDG is incorporated in the state of Minnesota.   
2.3. “Exhibitor” or “Museum”: Eastern Washington State Historical Society  
2.4. “Exhibition”: The exhibition, Pompeii: The Immortal City, developed and owned by Tempora; includes all its 

constituent parts and components. 
2.5. “Exhibition Partners”: Collaborators on the Exhibition as determined by Tempora and/or EDG. 
2.6. “Exhibition-Related Merchandise”: Merchandise related to the Exhibition which is sold either in the Museum 

Retail Store and/or on an exhibition-specific website. 
2.7. “Exhibition Retail Partner” or “Retail Partner”: The third-party person or entity with which Company may have 

an arrangement to provide Exhibition-Related Merchandise. 
2.8.  “Exhibition Retail Store”: The store in or near Exhibition where Exhibition-Related Merchandise (and, at times, 

Exhibition-Related Photo Opportunities) may be sold. 
2.9. “Exhibits” and “Exhibition Materials”: Text panels, Media, Object labels, and other materials and components 

that are an integral part of the Exhibition. 
2.10. “Exhibition Treatment”: Description and concept of Exhibition (Appendix A). 
2.11. “Exhibition Visitor”: Each visitor to the Museum who enters or otherwise attends the Exhibition, excluding 

Complimentary Admissions (see Section 11, Complimentary Admission). 
2.12. “Intellectual Property Rights”: Any intellectual property created or used by Company in whole or in part in 

connection with the Exhibition. 
2.13. “Lender(s)”: the institution(s) which own and loan the artifacts to the Exhibitor in conjunction with the 

Exhibition including Museo Nazionale Archeologico di Napoli (MANN), Museo della Civilta Romana (MCR), and 
Museo Galileo. 

2.14. “Logistics Fee”: Exhibition-related transportation, crating, and insurance costs, which is included in the Rental 
Fee. 

2.15. “Museum Retail Store”: Any store or other retail outlet operated by Exhibitor or under Exhibitor’s direction or 
control, including without limitation any online or other digital marketing medium, where Exhibition-Related 
Merchandise may be sold. 

2.16. “Objects”: The items to be exhibited that together constitute the Exhibition. 
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2.17. “Parties”: EDG, Tempora and Exhibitor. 
2.18. “Rental Fee”: Exhibition fee established to rent the Exhibition for the Duration. 
2.19. “Tempora” or “Company”: Tempora, S.A., owner of Exhibition and intellectual property rights associated with 

the Exhibition. Tempora S.A. is a Brussels, Belgium based Cultural Exchange and Exhibition company. 
2.20. “Venue”: The location where the Exhibition will be shown. 

 
3. EFFECTIVENESS OF AGREEMENT 
 

3.1. This Agreement will not become effective until its full execution by the Parties and the receipt by Company of 
any deposit due from Exhibitor pursuant to Section 10.2. 

 
4. EXHIBITION CONTENT 

 
4.1. The Exhibition comprises all the Objects and other Exhibition Materials delineated in the following attached 

Appendices.  
 
4.1.1. Appendix A Exhibition Treatment and Object List 
4.1.2. Appendix B Technical Rider   
4.1.3. Appendix C Written Statement of Loan Approval 
4.1.4. Appendix D Borrower’s Terms 
4.1.5. Appendix E Sample Reporting Template 
4.1.6. Appendix F Sample Facility Report  
 

5. EXHIBITION DESIGN AND GALLERY REQUIREMENTS 
 

5.1. Company’s design team shall work with Exhibitor to create a mutually acceptable layout to accommodate the 
Exhibition at the Venue. Company shall finalize the layout and provide it to Exhibitor no later than 3 (three) 
months prior to the Exhibition’s arrival at the Venue.  

 
5.2. Exhibitor shall provide 8,910 (eight thousand nine hundred ten) square feet Exhibition floor space, staffing, 

and equipment to accommodate the Exhibition and Exhibition Retail Store. The Exhibitor shall provide, in each 
case as necessary, (i) sufficient electrical supply, (ii) outlets for the Exhibition’s lighting system, (iii) finished 
floor surfaces suitable for use as a public exhibition facility, (iv) phone line for the Exhibition Retail Store for 
credit card processing, and (v) forklift and dollies to assist with unloading crates and Exhibition Materials 
during installation/de-installation. Company shall provide Exhibitor detailed Exhibition specifications, including 
electrical requirements, lighting needs, load-in schedule(s), and related items not less than ninety (90) days 
before commencement of installation. All the requirements are indicated in the Technical Rider, Appendix B. 

 
5.3. Should the Exhibition layout require additional walls per the approved design plan, as reasonably determined 

by Company, Exhibitor shall provide or construct temporary walls at Exhibitor’s expense. 
 

5.4. Exhibitor shall provide a site supervisor and installation team during installation to support the design plans 
and installation of the Exhibition and to work closely with Company’s project manager and designer. All the 
requirements are indicated in the Technical Rider, Appendix B. 
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5.5. Exhibitor shall provide a clean and clear staging area at the Venue that meets the requirements set forth in 
this Agreement and Technical Rider (Appendix B). The staging area for Objects identified as Exhibition artifacts 
must be secure and accessible only to authorized Museum and Exhibition staff and will not be used for any 
other purpose except for the unloading, unpacking, and installation of the components of the Exhibition from 
receiving date to Opening Date and again, during de-installation, dismantling, packing, and loading of the 
components of Exhibition from its Closing Date to the shipment date to the next Venue. Exhibitor shall make 
the staging area a restricted area accessible only to those with Exhibition-related job functions. 

 
5.6. Exhibitor shall provide Company with: (i) a complete and current standard facility report, in the form available 

from the American Alliance of Museums entitled “Standard Facility Report,” and (ii) a scaled and accurate floor 
plan in digital format of the gallery in which Exhibitor will display the Exhibit. This floor plan should indicate 
columns, electrical, phone and IT outlets, wall-based fire alarms and boxes, window and door locations, and 
ceiling heights. Exhibitor shall submit the Standard Facility Report and scaled gallery floor plan to Company for 
approval within 10 days of execution.  

 
5.6.1. The Facility Report shall be provided to the Lenders for review and approval. The Facility Report and 

venue must be approved by the Lenders in order for the Exhibitor to host the Exhibition. 
 
5.7. Crate storage shall be the responsibility of Exhibitor and is estimated at two thousand one hundred fifty 

(2,150) square feet defined in the Technical Rider, Appendix B. Exhibition artifact cases must be stored in a 
secure, climate-controlled and pest-free area. Other cases must be stored in a secure, pest-free storage area. 
Required climate-controlled space is expected to be one hundred (100) square feet or less 

 
6. EXHIBITION-RELATED MERCHANDISE AND PHOTO OP 
 

6.1. Exhibitor shall purchase Exhibition-related Merchandise from Company and/or its Retail Partner, to be sold in 
the Exhibition Retail Store and/or the Museum Retail Store, starting 3 months before Opening and through the 
Duration of the Exhibition. Exhibitor shall purchase a minimum of $10,000 (ten thousand dollars) wholesale in 
Exhibition-related Merchandise from Company and/or its Retail Partner.  
 

6.2. Exhibitor is responsible for operating the Exhibition Retail Store and Museum Retail Store(s). 
 

6.3. Exhibitor may also operate and sell an Exhibition-related Photo Opportunity (“Photo Op”) within the Exhibition 
Retail Store, or near the Exhibition. All Photo Op creative must be approved by Company in advance.   

 
6.4. Exhibitor shall pay to Company a Royalty equal to 20% (twenty percent) of gross sales of all Exhibition-Related 

Merchandise and Photo Op sales. Exhibitor shall provide company with a detailed sales report on a monthly 
basis, due by the 5th day of the month for the preceding month. Company shall invoice the Exhibitor based on 
the report, and such payment shall be paid by the Exhibitor by the 20th of the month for the preceding month. 

 
7. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
 

7.1. Company grants Exhibitor the right to use the Intellectual Property Rights for the Duration, as reasonably 
necessary, solely in connection with the Exhibition as contemplated herein, and subject to the terms, 
conditions, and limitations set forth herein. 
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7.1.1. The Exhibitor acknowledges that the Exhibition is being provided with the understanding that it will be 

utilized by the Exhibitor solely for use at the Venue. The Exhibitor hereby covenants that it shall not 
engage in any duplication or reproduction, in whole or in part, in any manner whatsoever, of all or any 
part of the Exhibition, except as specifically authorized in this Agreement. 

 
7.2. Exhibitor will use the customary copyright and trademark notices as provided by Company and any other 

notices as directed by Company in connection with the Exhibition and on all advertising, promotional material, 
and any other material. Exhibition-related trademarks will only be displayed in a form and manner approved 
by Company. If any notice cannot be used due to space limitations, Company will supply an alternative notice. 
Company reserves the right to require changes in a required notice if Company in its reasonable judgment 
deems the changes are appropriate.  
 

7.3. The Exhibitor shall not alter the Exhibition, any Exhibit Component, Tempora’s or any sponsor’s or funder’s 
logos, names, trademarks, service marks nor any other proprietary information. The Exhibitor has no rights to 
create derivative works based on the Exhibition, or any part thereof. The Exhibitor shall not create any 
merchandise that reproduces any part of the Exhibition or Exhibition logo. 

 
7.4. Any reproduction or display of any part of the Exhibition, as permitted under this Agreement, shall include a 

notice of copyright in a form acceptable to Company. 
 
8. OBJECT LOAN AGREEMENT 

 
8.1. Company shall provide a written statement confirming the Object List has been approved for loan for the 

Duration by Lender(s) and that Exhibitor has been approved by Lender(s) and the insurance company to host 
the Exhibition. This Agreement is contingent upon receiving the written approval of the Object List, Exhibitor 
and Duration, and shall be attached as Appendix C.  
 

8.2. The Exhibitor shall follow the Borrower’s Terms set forth in Appendix D. Exhibitor will enter into an Object 
Loan Agreement (“Loan Agreement”) with the lending institutions that outline the a) objects to be loaned for 
the Duration and b) provides any special conditions between Exhibitor and the Lenders. Company shall 
acknowledge the agreement as distribution agent. 

 
9. EDITING AND REVISIONS OF EXHIBITION-RELATED MATERIALS AND FILES 
 

9.1. Exhibitor shall not revise or re-design any graphics, artwork, or narrative text for the presentation of the 
Exhibition without prior written approval from Company. If such approval is granted, any resulting material 
will belong to Company, at no extra charge, upon conclusion of the Exhibition. Exhibitor hereby assigns and 
transfers to Company all rights, title, and interest to any such graphics, artwork, text, or resulting material 
upon its creation, and Exhibitor shall insure that any creator of such material shall similarly assign all of his or 
her rights therein to Company. 

 
9.2. If changes are suggested, Exhibitor shall work with Company throughout the course of designing the graphics, 

artwork, and narrative text for the Exhibition, and Company will have the right to suggest changes in, additions 
to, or deletions from the graphics, artwork, and narrative text as designed by Exhibitor. 
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9.3. Exhibitor shall use the title of the Exhibition: Pompeii: The Immortal City for the key visuals and image use. All 

graphic design, advertising, and promotion materials must be approved in advance by Company in writing, 
which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, e.g., approval by Company. A complete graphics and 
image package for approved templates will be provided by Company, consisting of narrative, imagery, and key 
art, including logos, and shall be delivered within 3 (three) months of execution. 

 
9.4. In respect to Exhibitor’s advertising and public relations development, at least 8 (eight) months prior to the 

Opening Date, February 7, 2020: (i) Exhibitor and Company will discuss strategy and creative issues; (ii) 
Exhibitor shall use reasonable efforts to include Company in strategy discussions with relation to advertising 
and public relations; (iii) Company will provide source material to Exhibitor; and (iv) Exhibitor will develop its 
advertising, marketing, and public relations campaign and supporting materials at Exhibitor’s expense, but 
subject in any event to Company’s approval which will not be unreasonably withheld.  

 
9.5. Exhibitor acknowledges that materials produced or used in connection with the Exhibition are to be of a high 

standard and of such style, appearance, and quality so as to: (i) reflect and enhance the goodwill pertaining to 
the Exhibition, and (ii) meet or exceed the quality standards used by Company. 

 
10. TERM OF AGREEMENT 
 

10.1. This Agreement becomes effective at execution and will terminate upon the later of: (i) the expiry of the 
Duration, or (ii) the return of the Exhibition, Objects, and all Exhibition-related materials to Company F.O.B. 
carrier at Exhibitor’s dock, which shall not occur later than 15 (fifteen) days after the Exhibition Closing Date 
without any requirement for notice of termination. 

 
10.2. Notwithstanding anything contained herein to the contrary, the following sections of this Agreement shall 

remain in full force and effect and bind the Parties beyond the termination or expiration of this Agreement: 
Section 7 (Intellectual Property), Section 11 (Fees and Expenses), Section 13 (Non-Refundable Costs and 
Cancelation), Section 14 (Financial Reporting), Section 23 (Trademark Rights), Section 31 (Indemnification), 
Section 32 (Termination), Section 33 (Governing Law and Disputes), and Section 35 (Confidentiality). 

 
10.3. The receiving date of the Exhibition at the Venue is provisionally scheduled for no later than 20 (twenty) days 

before the Opening Date. 
 
10.4. The media opening date (“Media Day”) of the Exhibition is scheduled for February 7, 2020. Exhibitor shall 

submit a list of select invited attendees 3 (three) business days prior to Media Day to be approved by 
Company, such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

 
10.5. The public opening date (“Opening Date”) of the Exhibition is scheduled for February 8, 2020.  

 
10.6. The closing date (“Closing Date”) of the Exhibition is scheduled for May 3, 2020. 
 
10.7. The Parties may agree in writing to prolong the term of this Agreement and the Duration with an addendum to 

this Agreement. 
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11. FEES AND EXPENSES 
 

11.1. The Fees established for the Exhibition includes a Rental Fee and Royalty Fees. The total Rental Fee will be due 
according to the schedule outlined in Section 11.3 of this Agreement. All fees should be wired to Tempora’s 
bank account pursuant to the following wiring instructions: 

 
BENEFICIARY BANK: SWIFT ADDRESS: GEBABEBB 

BNP Paribas Fortis 
Brussels, Belgium 
ACCT NUMBER: BE43 2100 4605 0501 
 

BENEFICIARY:  TEMPORA S.A. 
Rue des Anciens étangs, 1190 Forest 

   Brussels, Belgium 
 

11.2. All amounts due hereunder shall be received no later than the due date, and all late payments shall be subject 
to a late charge equal to an accrued interest rate of 1% (one percent) per month (“Late Charge”). Also, any 
undisputed payments received later than 45 (forty-five) days past due shall constitute a breach of contract and 
may, in Company’s sole discretion, result in termination of this Agreement and acceleration of all payments 
due to Company in addition to any other remedies to which Company may be entitled. If Exhibitor disputes 
any payment due, it shall remit all undisputed amounts and work expeditiously and in good faith with 
Company to resolve such dispute. Failure to do so shall be deemed a material breach of this Agreement. 
 

11.3. EXHIBITION RENTAL FEE (US$): Exhibitor shall pay to Company an Exhibition Rental Fee based for the 
Exhibition, which shall be based on a scale directly related to the sponsorship dollars raised by the Exhibition, 
and as follows: 

Sponsorship Dollars Raised Exhibition Rental Fee 

     $0 – $175,000      $270,000 (two hundred seventy thousand dollars) 

     $175,000 – $250,000      $320,000 (three hundred twenty thousand dollars) 

     $250,000 – $350,000      $370,000 (three hundred seventy thousand dollars) 

     $350,000+      $420,000 (four hundred twenty thousand dollars) 

 
11.4. REVENUE SHARE (US$): Exhibitor share a portion of the ticket revenues generated from Exhibition Admission 

with Company. The Revenue Share shall begin once the Exhibitor reaches the Break-Even attendance marks 
established herein at the percentages listed below and accordance with the Exhibition Rental Fee paid by 
Exhibitor.  Break-Even attendance is based on paid visitors. 
 

Exhibition Rental Fee Break-Even Attendance Mark Revenue Share due to Company  
(after Break-Even Attendance) 

     $270,000  34,000 Visitors 50% of ticket revenue 
     $320,000 28,500Visitors 40% of ticket revenue 
     $370,000 27,000 Visitors 30% of ticket revenue 
     $420,000 23,000 Visitors 25% of ticket revenue 
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11.5. PAYMENT SCHEDULE 
 

 
SERVICE PROVIDED 

 
AMOUNT 

 
PAYMENT DUE DATE 

Reservation of Exhibition: $50,000 (fifty thousand dollars) Due: Upon Execution  

Delivery of Marketing Tool Kit, as 
specified in Section 24.2: 

$65,000 (sixty five thousand dollars) Due: July 15, 2019 

Final layout, specifications, including 
electrical requirements, lighting 
needs, load-in schedule(s), and related 
items as specified in Sections 5.1 and 
5.2:    

$65,000 (sixty five thousand dollars) Due: October 15, 2019  

Delivery of the Exhibition: $90,000 (ninety thousand dollars) January 15, 2020 
 
OTHER FEES 

 
AMOUNT 

 
PAYMENT DUE DATE 

“True Up” (The remainder of the 
Exhibition Rental Fee based on 
Sponsorship Dollars Raised.) 

Rental Fee Balance  February 28, 2020 

Logistics/Installation/De-installation: $90,000 (ninety thousand dollars) Due: 1 month before Opening 
Logistics/Installation/De-installation: $90,000 (ninety thousand dollars) Due: 1 month before Closing 
Revenue Share:  Due: Monthly 

 
11.6. ROYALTY FEES DUE TO COMPANY: Exhibitor shall pay to EDG 20% of gross sales of Photo-op, Retail and 

Programming associated with the Exhibition, as outlined in Section 6. 
 

11.7. LOGISTICS/INSTALLATION/DE-INSTALLATION FEE: The Logistics/Installation/De-installation Fee includes in-
bound international and local transportation and customs of the Exhibition to the Venue, travel costs for the 
Company personnel, as outlined in Appendix B, to be onsite for the duration of the installation and de-
installation. Exhibitor is responsible for all costs associated with Exhibitor personnel and equipment 
requirements as outlined in Appendix B.  
 

12. COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSION:  
 
Complimentary admission to the Exhibition shall be given out as follows: 
 

12.1. Company and EDG shall receive admittance to Exhibition for use by it or its affiliates and agrees to give 24 
(twenty-four) hour notice before such visits. 

12.2. Company and EDG and all approved Company VIP invitees shall be allowed access to the Exhibition during 
normal working hours. Company shall provide names of all Company invitees by e-mail to the designated 
Exhibitor guest relations/visitor services representative during the Duration, or as directed by Exhibitor. 
 

12.3. Exhibitor shall receive up to two hundred fifty (250) gratis or free admissions to the Exhibition for employees, 
volunteers, and contractors of Exhibitor. Such tickets shall be reported on the Reporting Template. 
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12.4. Accredited media representatives and Exhibitor local sponsors shall receive up to two hundred fifty (250) 
gratis or free VIP tickets to be used at Exhibitor’s discretion. Such tickets shall be reported on the Reporting 
Template. 
 

13. NON-REFUNDABLE COSTS AND CANCELATION 
 

13.1. If Exhibitor cancels the Museum Agreement for any reason but Force Majeure (as defined in Section 37.4) 
after Agreement execution, all Rental Fees not then paid will be due and payable to Company immediately 
upon such event if an acceptable alternate exhibitor, in Company’s sole discretion, is not secured within 6 (six) 
months prior to the Opening Date. 

 
14. FINANCIAL REPORTING 
 

14.1. Exhibitor shall keep accurate books of account and records relating to the Exhibition for at least 1 (one) year 
following the Closing Date.  

 
14.2. Exhibitor shall maintain financial and attendance reports in substantially the same form as the template 

depicted in Appendix E.  
 

14.2.1. The Reporting Template shall be submitted to Company on a semi-monthly basis on the fifteenth 
(15th) and first (1st) of each month.  Company shall provide an invoice to Exhibitor by the fifth (5th) of 
each month based on the Reporting Template, and payment to Company will be due no later than the 
twentieth (20th) of each month, with final invoice due and payable twenty (20) days after the Closing 
Date. 

 
14.2.2. Exhibitor shall provide a final report after the Duration that includes Exhibitor’s internal report of 

Exhibitor’s overall general attendance, Exhibition capture rate, visitor category statistics (children, 
groups, members, etc.), and all special exhibition attendance, including complimentary tickets, 
discounts, and any other relevant Exhibition statistics as Company may request. 
 

14.3. During the term of this Agreement and for three (3) years thereafter, Company shall have the right to audit 
Exhibitor’s books and accounts pertaining to Exhibition, including attendance figures (including, without 
limitation, Exhibition-related financials, visitor service reports, and other staff reports) at their own expense 
upon reasonable notice and during normal business hours of Exhibitor. If the audit reveals a shortfall in 
amounts due, Company shall be entitled to Late Charges and, if Company has been underpaid by at least five 
percent (5%), Exhibitor shall also pay all costs of the audit incurred by Company and/or Discovery.  Company 
reserves the right to request Exhibition statistics from time to time during the Exhibition. 
 

15. RISK 
 

15.1. Company shall bear the risk of loss of or damage to the Exhibition and Objects during the time of transport to 
and from the Museum.  

 
15.2. In the case of delayed delivery by Company to Exhibitor (i.e., Company’s failure to deliver the Exhibition within 

2 (two) weeks before Exhibition Opening to Exhibitor’s dock) and such delay causes a delayed opening, 
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Company shall pay, as liquidated damages and not as a penalty, for such failure as follows: $3,000 (three-
thousand dollars) per day if Exhibitor’s delay delays the Opening Date. 

 
15.3. In the case of delayed delivery of Exhibition by Exhibitor to Company (i.e., Exhibitor’s failure to deliver the 

Exhibition within 2 (two) weeks after Exhibitor Closing Date to the Exhibitor’s dock) Exhibitor shall pay, as 
liquidated damages and not as a penalty, for such failure as follows: $3,000 (three-thousand dollars) per day 
for each additional delay beyond the 2 (two) weeks after Closing. 

 
15.4. The Exhibitor shall bear all the risk of loss or damage to the Exhibition and Objects during Duration of the 

Exhibition. If any part of the Exhibition, including any Object, is lost or damaged while in Exhibitor’s possession 
or control, Exhibitor shall notify EDG, Company and the Lender directly and immediately upon becoming 
aware of such loss or damage including clear photos of the damage, provide documentation to Exhibitor’s 
insurance provider, and comply with section 18.6 of this Agreement. 

 
16. INSURANCE 
 

16.1. Company shall secure fine art insurance for the entire Exhibition, including while it is in transit and on display 
in an amount and type that is determined to be reasonably appropriate by Company. The insurance covering 
the Exhibition shall be for the full replacement cost at insured value of the Exhibition in case of theft or loss, 
and the actual repair cost in case of damage to the Exhibition.  This cost is included within the Rental Fee. 
 

16.2. Exhibitor, as an agency of the State of Washington, is self-insured.  The insurances is covering the acts or 
omissions of its employees, contractors, etc. and covering the Exhibition for loss and damage (including 
without limitation those associated with transportation and automobile coverage) from the time the 
Exhibition arrives at the Exhibitor’s dock to the time it leaves the Exhibitor’s dock and throughout the Duration 
of the Exhibition. All such policies shall name employees, independent contractors, EDG, EDG subcontractors, 
Tempora and Tempora subcontractors, as additional insured, along with each of their parent, subsidiaries, 
affiliates, directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, successors and assigns.  Coverage shall be a 
minimum of one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) per occurrence and aggregate coverage of two million dollars 
($2,000,000.00) The policy shall (i) provide for ten (10) days’ notice to Company and Licensor from the insurer 
in the event of any cancellation or termination of such insurance; (ii) Company will not be responsible for any 
premiums or assessments on the policy and (iii) Exhibitor shall provide certificates of insurance to Company 
evidencing full compliance with the insurance requirements contained herein no later than three (3) months 
before Exhibition Opening.    
 

16.3. A Certificate of Insurance shall be provided to Company no later than three (3) months before Exhibition 
Opening.   
 

16.4. Company will maintain insurance coverage, at its own expense and will provide a Certificate of Insurance no 
later than three (3) months before Exhibition Opening giving evidence that the insurance coverage is in full 
force and effect. The Company agrees to provide Exhibitor thirty (30) days written notice of renewal, 
cancellation or change in insurance coverage. 
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17. RECEIPT OF EXHIBITION 
 

17.1. Company grants Exhibitor the exclusive rights to exhibit the Exhibition for the Duration. Exhibitor shall mount 
the Exhibition in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Upon termination or expiry of 
the Duration, Exhibitor shall return the Exhibition in the condition it was received, less normal wear and tear. 
It is expressly acknowledged and agreed that Company is not responsible for the technical maintenance 
onsite. Company shall only provide remote technical assistance. 

 
17.2. In accordance with the Technical Rider (Appendix B), Exhibitor shall have the equipment and personnel 

available at time of Exhibition delivery.   
 

17.2.1. Fully accessible loading area for the unloading of an estimated 7 (seven) 40 (forty) foot containers;  
 
17.2.2. Forklift, pallet jacks, dollies, and other standard equipment to assist with the off-loading and delivery 

of the Exhibition to the gallery spaces. 
 
17.2.3. No fewer than 4 (four) physically-able staff to assist with the off-loading and staging of the crates and 

Exhibition in the receiving and/or Exhibition gallery spaces. 
 
17.2.4. A full installation/de-installation guide to be provided to Exhibitor by Company 30 (thirty) days prior to 

opening containing a full list of materials that will be the responsibility of Exhibitor.  
 
17.3. Exhibitor will examine the crates for any apparent, physical damage. Exhibitor is not responsible for damaged 

contents unless permission has been granted by Company to store the Exhibition until the time of installation. 
 
17.4. A condition report book, electronic or hard copy, shall be provided with the Exhibition, together with detailed 

instructions for condition reporting. Annotations are to be made on each Exhibition Object or Exhibition 
component listed in the book at the time of installation and de-installation. If any damage is noted, Company 
must be contacted immediately. Changes to the Exhibition and its components due to normal wear and tear of 
Exhibition will be acceptable. 
 

17.5. Repairs to or conservation of Objects and Exhibition Materials may not be made without prior permission 
from Company. Such costs and repairs required on-site shall be the responsibility of Company, except 
Exhibitor shall be responsible for repairs required as a result of damage by Exhibitor or anyone under its 
direction or control. 

 
18. CONDITIONS OF PLACEMENT 

 
18.1. Exhibitor shall exhibit the Objects and the Exhibition in suitable spaces under museum conditions with respect 

to security, climate control, appropriate light levels, and fire protective measures that meet American Alliance 
of Museums standards. 

 
18.2. Upon execution of the Agreement, Exhibitor acknowledges that the Exhibition gallery space meets the 

requirements outlined in this Section 5. If circumstances change, Exhibitor must notify Company at least 1 
(one) month prior to arrival and obtain written permission regarding alternative Conditions of Placement. 
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18.3. CARE AND HANDLING: Exhibitor shall give due care to all Objects, particularly artifacts and Exhibition Materials 
at all times to prevent damage or deterioration. 
 
18.3.1. Objects will be packed, unpacked and handled by trained museum professionals, and under the 

supervision of a Company representative at all times. An Object inventory list and number of 
approved trained Exhibitor staff to handle such Objects shall be provided to Exhibitor no less than 6 
(six) months prior to the Opening Date. 

 
18.4. CRATES AND ARTIFACT CASES: Upon arrival at Exhibitor's institution, crates will be kept in a secured, climate-

controlled and pest-free gallery or space designated for the storage or display of artifacts. 
 
18.4.1. Exhibitor shall provide equipment, crate storage, and personnel related to artifact installation/de-

installation as outlined in Appendix B, Technical Rider. 
 
18.4.2. Empty crates will be stored in a secure, pest-free location. Artifact cases must be stored in a secure, 

climate-controlled, and pest-free area measuring at least 100 (one hundred) square feet. 
 

18.5. INSTALLATION/DEINSTALLATION: Exhibition installation/de-installation will be supported by Exhibitor’s 
employees and trained museum professionals, and Company personnel as described in Section 21 and in 
Appendix B. 
 

18.6. DAMAGE TO OBJECTS: The Objects shall remain in the same condition in which they were received from 
Company, minus normal wear and tear. They will not be tampered with in any way while on loan to the 
Exhibitor. They will not be unframed, removed from auxiliary supports for any purpose, fumigated, cleaned, 
repaired, altered in any way, or transported without prior written permission from Company. 
 
18.6.1. If an Object or other Exhibition component is damaged during the tour, Exhibitor will notify Company 

directly and immediately, and Company will follow up with protocol and a written report. Procedures 
for reporting damages are contained in the condition report book that accompanies the Exhibition and 
shall be strictly adhered to. Such adherence shall be of the essence of this Agreement, and Exhibitor 
will be responsible for any liability that may arise due to Exhibitor's failure to comply with handling, 
care, and reporting requirements with respect to the Exhibition. 
 

18.6.2. If an Object is damaged by Exhibitor, Company will arrange, with the express prior approval of 
Company, to hire a conservator or craftsman local to the Venue to assess the damage and prepare a 
report. The cost of such examination and the repair or restoration will be borne by Exhibitor. Company 
reserves the right to remove the damaged Object from the Exhibition and coordinate its safe return to 
Company. 

 
18.7. FOOD AND DRINK: Exhibitor shall provide appropriate Museum personnel, to be determined by Exhibitor, who 

will ensure that smoking is prohibited and that food and drink will not be brought into the Exhibition galleries 
during Opening events and during the Duration. Exhibitor is responsible for all damages caused by failure to 
sufficiently monitor food and drink in the Exhibition Gallery. 
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18.8. PHOTOGRAPHY / VIDEO: The Exhibitor may allow limited photography and videotaping of the Exhibition by 
media organizations and journalists for the sole purpose of media reporting and commentary about the 
Exhibition. The Exhibitor may allow no-flash photography of the Exhibition by visitors and guests for personal, 
non-commercial use only, in accordance with the parameters and restrictions for photography set forth in the 
Exhibition Manual. No photographs are to be sold or distributed commercially without prior permission and 
written consent from Company. Photography may be done only on Exhibitor premises, under the supervision 
of an appropriate member of the Exhibitor’s staff. The Exhibition and all Exhibition Materials will, at all times, 
be protected from contact with photographic equipment. It is the responsibility of Exhibitor to enforce this. 
Video recording by Exhibition Visitors will not be allowed inside the Exhibition. 
 

18.9. CLIMATE CONTROL: Exhibitor will take all precautions to ensure that the Exhibition is not subject to excessive 
changes in humidity or temperature. 
 

18.9.1. Relative humidity will be set at a stable point between 40% (forty percent) and 60% (sixty percent). 
Fluctuations from the set point may not exceed plus or minus 3% (three percent) in a 24- (twenty-
four) hour period. Temperature will be set at a stable point between 66⁰ (sixty-six degrees) and 75⁰ 
(seventy-five degrees) Fahrenheit (19-24⁰ Celsius). Fluctuations from this set point may not exceed 
plus or minus 2 (two) to 3 (three) degrees in a 24- (twenty-four) hour period.  

 
18.9.2. Objects will never be placed over or near a heating or air-conditioning unit. Display cases must 

contain hygrometers or silica gel to monitor/control environment, provided such equipment is 
provided by Company.  

 
18.9.3. The Exhibition gallery space will be equipped with appropriate 24 (twenty-four) hour heating and 

ventilation and air conditioning systems.  
 

18.10. LIGHTING: The Exhibition shall not be exposed to unfiltered fluorescent illumination or direct sunlight, without 
prior approval by Company. 

 
18.11. Exhibitor, within 10 (ten) days of signing this Agreement, shall provide Company with: 

 
18.11.1. A facility report. See Sample Facility Report (See attached, Appendix F). 
 
18.11.2. A complete and current ¼ (one-quarter) inch to 1 (one) foot floor plan of the Exhibition gallery(s), in 

.dwg file. The floor plan should indicate columns, electrical outlets, window and door locations, wall-
mounted fire signals, and ceiling heights.  

 
19. SECURITY 
 

19.1. Failure by Exhibitor to provide security equal to or greater than that required for the Exhibition shall be 
considered a breach of this Agreement and may result in Exhibitor’s liability for any consequential loss or 
damages. The security conditions required for the exhibition are defined in the Technical Rider, Appendix B. 
 

19.2. FIRE PROTECTION: The Exhibition galleries will be equipped with certified fire and security systems.  
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20. DISPATCH 
 

20.1. Instructions relative to transit to the next Venue will be communicated and agreed upon between Exhibitor 
and Company. Exhibitor will comply with reasonable transit arrangements and schedules during normal 
business hours. All out-bound shipping expenses shall be borne by the next Venue or Company. 

 
21. COMPANY PERSONNEL 
 

21.1. Representative(s) from Company shall be assigned to conduct a site visit in advance of the Exhibition to assist 
with design/layout and preparation plans.  
 

21.2. As outlined in the Technical Rider (Appendix B), Company shall provide a team consisting, in all or part, an; 
project manager/ art handling supervisor, AV and electrical supervisor, lead carpenter, 2 (two) MANN couriers, 
MCR courier, and 1 (one) curator from Museo Galileo during periods of the installation and de-installation of 
the Exhibition to support Exhibitor’s personnel for an estimated 15 (fifteen) days at installation and 10 (ten) 
days at de-installation. The costs associated with Company personnel, as outlined in Appendix B, shall be 
covered by the Logistics Fee paid by the Exhibitor. For the avoidance of doubt, the Exhibitor is responsible for 
the installation and de-installation of the Exhibition and the Company’s team shall supervise and control 
installation and de-installation of the Exhibition performed by the Exhibitor’s personnel. 
 

21.3. Company may delegate, at Company's expense, an Exhibition quality assurance team to visit Exhibitor from 
time to time during the Duration. The quality assurance and/or financial audit inspector may conduct inquiries 
into presentation quality, Exhibition attendance, and other relevant Exhibition data.  
 

21.4. Exhibitor acknowledges and agrees that Company, at its expense, may delegate a representative or 
representatives to visit Exhibitor and the Exhibition from time to time during the Duration to monitor the 
compliance of the use of the Licensed Property. 
 

22. EXHIBITOR PERSONNEL 
 

22.1. Exhibitor shall designate authorized staff for installation/de-installation, exhibition management, and general 
maintenance of the gallery areas while Exhibition is being presented. Exhibitor shall provide the names and 
contact information for all key staff, including but not limited to: Exhibitor’s project manager, facilities 
manager, registrar, education personnel, visitor’s service manager, and director of exhibitions to the extent 
any of them are involved in such efforts. Exhibitor shall provide contact information for preparation and 
planning at least six (6) months prior to Opening; and key onsite contact information shall be provided 30 
(thirty) days prior to the Opening Date. 
 

22.2. As outlined in Appendix B, Exhibitor shall provide the following personnel during installation and de-
installation: One (1) project manager, four (4) qualified exhibition technicians, 2 (two) experienced carpenters, 
2 (two) AV/ Security technicians, 2 (two) electricity and lighting/rigging technicians, 3 (three) art handlers and 
1 (one) forklift driver. 

 
22.3. Exhibitor will provide no less than 3 (three) trained facilitation staff to work in the Exhibition during regular 

operation at all times. 
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22.4. No Exhibition offloading, unpacking, installation, dismantling, packing, or loading may occur without the 

presence of at least Company’s site supervisor or project manager. 
 

23. TRADEMARK RIGHTS 
 

23.1. Neither Party, by virtue of this Agreement, shall obtain or claim any right, title, or interest in or to any name, 
trademark, or logo of the other Party (a “Mark”), except the right to use as specified herein. Both Parties 
hereby acknowledge and agree that all such use shall inure to the benefit of the respective owner of the 
applicable Mark. It is expressly agreed that Exhibitor has the sole and exclusive right to use all of its Marks 
except that Company may use Exhibitor’s Marks solely in connection with the promotion of the Exhibition at 
Exhibitor’s Venue and in any history of the Exhibition. 

 
23.2. Company retains all rights not expressly granted to Exhibitor hereunder including, without limitation, the right 

to grant rights to third parties which do not violate the terms of this Agreement. Among the rights retained by 
Company is the right to grant rights to another organization to create a similarly themed exhibition, provided 
that such other similarly themed exhibition shall not take place at any time during the Duration. All rights not 
expressly granted herein are hereby expressly reserved by Company or its designees without restriction. 
 

23.3. Exhibitor’s use of the Exhibition, including all its constituent parts and components, shall inure to the sole and 
exclusive benefit of Company, and Exhibitor shall not at any time acquire any rights in such property by virtue 
of any use it may make of the same. 

 
24. CREDIT LINE 

 
24.1. Exhibitor will clearly and prominently identify the Exhibition and its source and ensure that the official credit 

line is given as stated below, in Exhibition graphics and publicity. 
 

24.2. EXHIBITION CREDITS AS REPRESENTED AT ALL VENUES:  
The Exhibition's official credit line will be as follows: 

Pompeii: The Immortal City   
Exhibition developed and produced by TEMPORA  in collaboration with Civita and Filmaster based on the 

scientific research of Museo Archaeologico Nazionale di Napoli and Museo Galileo Istituto e Museo di Storia 
della Scienza, Firenze and distributed by Exhibits Development Group. 

 
If space is limited or Exhibition design so requires it, the Exhibition credit line may also be written as follows: 
 

Pompeii: The Immortal City developed by TEMPORA in collaboration with Civita, Filmaster and distributed 
by EDG. 

 
24.3. Exhibitor shall ensure that credit for the Exhibition will appear at prominent places of display within the 

Museum, including at the entrance of the exhibition gallery space, as specified below: 
 
24.3.1. Immediately following the title of the Exhibition. 
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24.3.2. In letters that are akin to Company standards in both size and prominence with comparison to the 
total composition. Pursuant to Section 25; Company will approve credit prominence. 

 
24.4. CREDIT IN PUBLICITY: Exhibitor shall use best efforts to ensure that credit to the Exhibition will be included in 

all promotional and support materials, paid and unpaid, including, but not limited to, newspaper, magazine 
advertisements, gallery bulletins, newsletters, press releases, educational materials, posters, invitations, and 
in all electronic media such as TV, radio, and the Internet as produced by Exhibitor. Exceptions to this 
requirement include banners on Museum facades or on the street. 
 
24.4.1. The size specified for texts: letters that are not smaller than 15% (fifteen percent) in size of the 

principal mention in body copy of the Exhibition or never smaller than 10 (ten) points. 
 
25. MARKETING, SPONSORSHIP, AND PROMOTION 

      
25.1. Promotion of the Exhibition is Exhibitor's responsibility. Exhibitor shall provide a Marketing Plan to Company 

at least 90 (ninety) days before the Opening Date. Company shall have 7 (seven) business days to review and 
provide feedback on the marketing plan. 
 

25.2. Company shall provide Exhibitor with Style Guide as part of the Marketing Tool Kit which shall be used in the 
development of Exhibitor’s marketing, sponsorship and promotional materials. Exhibitor will follow all 
guidelines and requirements outlined in the style guide. Company shall provide a marketing tool kit to 
Exhibitor within three (3) months of execution of this Agreement.  
 
25.2.1. The Style Guide is an outline of how the campaign was developed and who was a part of the process, 

and outlines rules and regulations for using the properties within the Tool Kit. The Style Guide is 
provided so that the Exhibitor has a set of standards to follow to keep the mission and vision of the 
exhibition in place and to allow a fast and easy approval process. 

 
25.2.2. Marketing Tool Kit helps Exhibitors promote and advertise the exhibition as it contains all of the 

properties developed for the Consumer Marketing Campaign. It includes pre-approved marketing 
templates and supporting assets as well as resources and information to assist in marketing and 
communications efforts. The look and feel of the campaign will remain similar in each marketplace to 
ensure national strength in the advertisements, so that each institution will gain from the campaigns of 
the prior and post institutions. 

 
25.3. Exhibitor may secure a key media and a public relations partner who will work closely with Company’s public 

and media relations partner and who must be approved by Company. Such partner shall support press, media, 
and promotional activities prior to the Opening, during the Opening, and throughout the Exhibition Duration. 
Such partner will identify and support activities such as the sale of combination ticket packages to be sold to 
patrons, leisure guests, business guests and families. Exhibitor shall provide any current media sponsors 9 
(nine) months before Opening. If no such public relations or media partnership exists with the Exhibitor, 
Company shall work with Exhibitor and the Exhibition public relations partner, to determine the most 
advantageous public relations opportunities available to promote the Exhibition during the Duration at the 
Museum outside of Exhibitor’s internal PR and marketing team.  
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25.4. The Exhibition shall be included in the exhibitor's Website no less than 6 (six) months before the opening of 
the Exhibition. 

 
25.4.1. Exhibitor's Website shall include a summary of the Exhibition, dates of the Exhibition, key visuals, and 

credit lines. 
  

25.5. Company will create visual materials (digital images) available to Exhibitor for marketing and promotional 
purposes. 

 
25.6. Exhibitor will provide a detailed media report and select publicity clippings within 60 (sixty) days after the 

Closing Date. The language to be used by Exhibitor in all marketing and public relations materials and any 
other written materials, including but not limited to press releases, membership publications, website listings, 
visual and broadcast presentations, calendars of events, and advertisements, must be submitted in advance to 
Company for approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld. Company will use all reasonable efforts to 
respond within 7 (seven) working days (it is understood that EDG will seek Tempora’s approval on behalf of 
Exhibitor). It is understood that once said materials have been approved by Company, Exhibitor may use them 
in any and all marketing, promotional, and written materials connected with the Exhibition, provided that 
Exhibitor does not make any material changes to such materials. 

 
25.7. LOCAL SPONSORSHIP: Exhibitor shall seek local corporate sponsors for the Exhibition that are not in conflict 

with (i) the image of promoting art, science, and education; (ii) any existing national sponsor of the Exhibition; 
and (iii) any Exhibition Partner’s mission. By request, Company shall provide its assistance and support for 
such efforts. 
 
25.7.1. All local Exhibitor sponsors must be approved by Company so as not to conflict with Tempora and its 

partners and/or affiliates, Company, and national presenting sponsors, and such approval will not to 
be unreasonably withheld.  

 
25.7.2. Company reserves the right to approve all sponsors of the Exhibition, and such approval shall not be 

unreasonably withheld or delayed. No sponsor shall be granted any rights - other than sponsorship 
rights with respect to the Exhibition - without the prior written consent of Company, which shall not 
be unreasonably withheld or delayed. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as authorizing the 
right to grant sponsorship arrangements for any activity or undertaking of Company other than the 
Exhibition. Company will use all reasonable efforts to respond within 7 (seven) working days, and in 
the absence of disapproval during such 7- (seven) day period, it shall be deemed approved.  

 
25.7.3. The quantity, size, and placement of all presenting, supporting, and promotional sponsor logos or 

other forms of recognition on marketing and promotional materials for the Exhibition shall be subject 
to approval by Company, which shall not be unreasonably withheld. Company will use all reasonable 
efforts to respond within 10 (ten) working days, and, in the absence of disapproval during such 10- 
(ten) day period, it shall be deemed approved.  

 
25.7.4. All payments received from local sponsorships agreements entered into by the Exhibitor shall be the 

property of Exhibitor. 
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25.8. NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SPONSORSHIP: Exhibitor shall support national and international sponsors with 
reasonably requested accommodations and benefits associated with the Exhibition while on display at the 
Museum, including but not limited to, access to Exhibition, special events at cost of sponsor, and agreed 
access with discounted or Complimentary Admission (on a case by case basis), and as agreed between 
Company and Exhibitor.  
 
25.8.1. Exhibitor will extend a 50% discount on rental fees to tour sponsors.  Tour sponsors shall pay for all 

other reception costs including but not limited to food and beverage costs, invitations, catering, 
security, education, additional staff, or other costs beyond standard reception set-ups as determined 
by Exhibitor.  

25.8.2. Any and all payments and in kind services received from national or global touring sponsors of the 
Exhibition shall be the property of Company. 

 
26. SOCIAL MEDIA 
 

26.1. Exhibitor will actively promote the Exhibition on Exhibitor’s existing Facebook, Twitter, and other social media 
accounts. The social media campaign may begin at execution of this Agreement and continue through the 
Duration of the Exhibition. 

 
27. EXHIBITION PROGRAMMING 
 

27.1. Company shall approve all programming and special events that Exhibitor seeks to affiliate directly with the 
Exhibition through using its content, key art, logo, and credits. Such approval shall be provided within 10 (ten) 
days of the request and shall not be unreasonably withheld. Events that include additional revenue to 
Exhibitor from the marketing or use of Exhibition may be subject to additional fee(s). 

 
28. EXCLUSIVITY AND ASSIGNMENT 
 

28.1. Company agrees that the Exhibition will not be placed or announced at a Venue located within 150 (one 
hundred fifty) miles of the Exhibitor’s location for a period commencing 6 (six) months prior to and 6 (six) 
months after the contemplated Opening and Closing date of the Exhibition. 

 
28.2. Neither Party shall assign, transfer, or delegate this Agreement (or any rights or obligations hereunder) or any 

part of the Exhibition (Objects, rights, images, etc.) to any person or entity without the other Party’s express 
prior written consent. 

 
28.3. This Agreement shall bind and inure to the benefit of the Parties named herein and their respective successors 

and permitted assigns. 
 
29. REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES AND COVENANTS 
 

29.1. Each Party represents and warrants that: (i) it has all rights necessary to grant the other Party the rights 
granted by this Agreement; (ii) it has the power and authority to enter into and perform its obligations under 
this Agreement; (iii) it is under no obligation, contractual or otherwise, which might in any way interfere with 
its full and complete performance of this Agreement; and (iv) it has obtained all necessary permits, licenses, 
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and any other government or administrative approvals necessary to perform its obligations under this 
Agreement. 
 

29.2. Each Party will comply in all material respects with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and 
codes in the performance of this Agreement. 

 
30. MEDIA EVENT AND VIP OPENING RECEPTION 
 

30.1. Exhibitor may host 2 (two) Media Events: 
 

30.1.1. A Media and Press Day where all appropriate media organizations in Exhibitor’s region shall be invited 
to a tour of the Exhibition. Company Representatives shall receive an invite and a list of those 
companies and individuals who are invited to attend 1 (one) week before Media Day.  

 
30.1.2. A reception for Exhibitor’s constituency, including but not limited to: Sponsors, Company 

representatives and its partners, Exhibition hosts, and other VIPs as determined by Exhibitor and 
Company.  Exhibitor may seek a sponsor to cover the costs of the reception. 

 
30.1.3. Media/Press Day and the Opening reception shall not be subject to Entrance Royalty Fees.  

 
31. INDEMNIFICATION 

 
31.1. Company shall indemnify and hold harmless Exhibitor and its affiliates, trustees, officers, directors, members, 

shareholders, employees, and agents, from and against any and all losses, liabilities, claims, fines, judgments, 
demands, suits, reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs and expenses (whether incurred as the result of a third 
party claim or a claim to enforce this provision), settlements, and other damages (all the foregoing, 
collectively, “Losses”) that the Exhibitor may incur or be liable for as a result of any claim, suit, or proceeding 
made or brought against Exhibitor to the extent based upon, arising out of, or in connection with Company's: 
(i) breach of any of its representations, warranties, or covenants hereunder, or (ii) any act or omission of 
Company or its contractors or agents.  Exhibitor shall not admit any liability or compromise any suit governed 
by this Section without first obtaining Company’s prior written consent.  Exhibitor shall promptly inform 
Company of any claim for which it will seek indemnification.  This obligation for indemnification shall survive 
expiration or termination of this Agreement.  
 

31.2. Exhibitor shall indemnify and hold harmless Company, along with their respective affiliates, officers, directors, 
members, shareholders, employees, and agents, from and against any and all Losses that Company may incur 
or be liable for as a result of any claim, suit, or proceeding made or brought against Company to the extent 
based upon, arising out of, or in connection with: (i) Exhibitor’s breach of any of its representations, 
warranties or covenants hereunder, (ii) Exhibitor’s negligence or willful misconduct, (iii) any act or omission of 
Exhibitor or any of its employees, contractors, or agents, or (iv) infringement of any intellectual property right 
of any third party that was hired, commissioned, or admitted to view the Exhibition by Exhibitor  and resulting 
from actions by Exhibitor that are not authorized by Company. Company shall not admit any liability or 
compromise any suit governed by this Section without first obtaining Exhibitor’s prior written consent.  
Company shall promptly inform Exhibitor of any claim for which it will seek indemnification. This obligation for 
indemnification shall survive expiration or termination of this Agreement. 
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31.3. To the extent permitted by the applicable law and notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this 

Agreement, Company will not be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, special, consequential, punitive or 
exemplary reimbursement or damages including any damage for loss of profits, prospective profits or 
revenue, anticipated sales, goodwill or other benefits, data, use or any other intangible losses, any 
investments, expenditures, or commitments by the Exhibitor arising in connection with this Agreement, the 
Exhibition, including the Exhibition’s Components and Objects, Exhibition-Related Merchandise and the 
promotional and marketing material, the Exhibitor’s use or access to the Exhibition or any other item provided 
or otherwise made accessible to the Exhibitor under this Agreement and statements or conduct of any Third 
Party, even if Company has been advised of the possibility of those damages. Further, Company’s total 
aggregate liability for any matter arising in connection with this Agreement is limited to the amount of fees 
actually paid by the Exhibitor to Company pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement during the twelve (12) 
month period preceding the date on which the cause of action arose. Nothing in this Agreement will operate 
to exclude either Party’s contractual liability for gross negligence or wilful misconduct or any liability which 
may not be excluded or limited under the applicable law.  
 

31.4. The Exhibition, including the Exhibition’s Components and Objects, Exhibition-Related Merchandise and the 
promotional and marketing material are provided on a “as is” and “as available” basis without warranties of 
any kind neither expressed nor implied. The Exhibitor use of the Exhibition, including the Exhibition’s 
Components and Objects, Exhibition-Related Merchandise and the promotional and marketing material is at 
the Exhibitor’s sole risk. 

 
31.5. Unless expressly set forth in this Agreement, Company disclaim to the extent permitted by applicable law all 

warranties with respect to the Exhibition, including the Exhibition’s Components and Objects, Exhibition-
Related Merchandise and the promotional and marketing material whether in fact or in law, whether express 
or implied, including any implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non-
infringement, and any warranties arising out of any course of dealing, performance, or trade usage. Company 
shall not be liable to any third party for any modification, price change, involuntary suspension or 
discontinuance of the Exhibition or any other item provided or otherwise made accessible to the Exhibitor 
under this Agreement. 
 

32. TERMINATION 
 

32.1. If a Party fails to perform any of its material obligations under this Agreement, including any payment 
obligations, or materially breaches any covenant, representation, warranty, or agreement contained herein, 
the non-breaching Party may terminate this Agreement on 30 (thirty) days’ prior written notice specifying the 
default in reasonable detail. If the defaulting Party has not remedied default by the end of such 30 (thirty) day 
period or, if not reasonably curable within such time, has not diligently and in good faith used its commercially 
reasonable efforts to cure such default, the non-breaching Party may terminate this Agreement upon written 
notice. 
 

32.2. If a Party files a petition in bankruptcy or is adjudged to be bankrupt, or if a petition in bankruptcy is filed 
against a Party, and such petition(s) is not discharged within 60 (sixty) days, or if a Party becomes insolvent, 
makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, or discontinues its business, or if a receiver is appointed for 
a Party or its business, the other Party may terminate this Agreement. 
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32.3. Company reserves the right to cancel the tour of the Exhibition, based solely upon its reasonably exercised 

judgment, of condition, security, or lack of booking interest after reasonable efforts. If such cancelation 
occurs, Company shall refund Exhibitor the Deposit (or any portion of the Exhibition Fees then paid), and the 
payments set forth in Section 11, being all of Exhibitor’s costs incurred to prepare for the Exhibition, including 
advertising and facility preparation.   

 
32.4. Neither Party shall be liable for any delays or failures in performance, in whole or in part (excluding payment 

of monies due), if such delay or non-performance is due to any cause beyond its reasonable control, including, 
but not limited to Act of God, war, terrorism, insurrection, riot, civil disturbance, rebellion, government 
regulations, embargoes, explosions, fires, floods, tempest, strikes, lock-outs, labor disputes, failures in public 
supply of electrical power, heating, lighting, air conditioning, or public telecommunications equipment (“Force 
Majeure”).  
 

33. GOVERNING LAW AND DISPUTES 
 

33.1. This Agreement and all appendices shall be interpreted in accordance with and be governed by the laws of the 
State of Washington. 
 

33.2. Any dispute, claim, or controversy arising from or relating to this Agreement shall be subject to good 
faith negotiations among the parties, prior to, and as a condition precedent to, the initiation of any 
adjudicative action or proceeding.  If good faith negotiations are unsuccessful within 45 days, the Parties will 
attempt to resolve the disputes through mediation. Such mediation may take place by telephone or video-
conference, if practicable, as determined by the mediator, and shall conclude within 45 days. If the mediator is 
unable to facilitate a settlement of the disputes within the 45 mediation day period, the mediator shall issue a 
written statement to the Parties to that effect, and the aggrieved Party may then seek equitable relief from a 
court of competent jurisdiction. Parties shall share the cost of the mediator 50/50.  

 
33.3. Exhibitor recognizes and acknowledges that a breach by Exhibitor of any of its covenants, agreements, or 

undertakings hereunder may cause Company irreparable damage, which cannot be readily remedied in 
damages in an action at law.  Therefore, in such event Company is entitled to seek any and all injunctive relief 
and to seek any and all other equitable remedies in addition to those available at law. 

 
34. LANGUAGE 
 

34.1. In any and all cases the English language shall prevail. 
 
35. CONFIDENTIALITY 
 

35.1. The Parties agree that no press announcement or press release in connection with this Agreement shall be 
made unless the other Party shall have given its prior written consent to such announcement (including the 
form thereof), which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. If the reviewing Party does not respond to 
the request of the proposing Party for approval of an announcement within 5 (five) days of receipt of the 
request, the request is deemed approved. Delivery and receipt of the proposed announcement shall be 
accomplished by any of the methods set forth in Section 36, "NOTICES". 
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35.2. Exhibitor will keep confidential information confidential, unless disclosure is required by subpoena, warrant, 

court order, or law, including, but not limited to, the Washington State Public Records Act, chapter 42.56 RCW. 
Company acknowledges that Exhibitor is an agency of the State of Washington subject to chapter 42.56 RCW 
and that this Agreement shall be a public record as defined in chapter 42.56 RCW. Any specific information 
that is claimed by Company to be confidential must be clearly identified as such by Company. To the extent 
consistent with chapter 42.56 RCW, Exhibitor shall maintain the confidentiality of all such information marked 
as confidential information. If a public records request is received by Exhibitor for Company’s confidential 
information, Exhibitor will notify Company of the request and of the date that such records will be released to 
the requester unless Company obtains an order from a court of competent jurisdiction enjoining that 
disclosure. If Company fails to obtain the court order enjoining disclosure or provide such order to Exhibitor, 
Exhibitor will release the requested information on the date specified and such release will not give rise to any 
liability under this Agreement. 
 

36. NOTICES 
 

36.1. All notices required to be given under the terms of this Agreement shall be in writing, including e-mail with 
return receipt acknowledged by e-mail from the receiving Party, or fax, provided that a copy thereof is also 
sent by certified or registered air mail or overnight courier on the same day as such fax. Notices shall be 
deemed to have been duly given if delivered to the addressee in person (and receipted on a copy of such 
notice), or transmitted, or mailed by certified or registered air mail (return receipt requested) or sent by a 
nationally recognized overnight delivery service, to the following addresses (or such other address as the 
recipient may have designated in writing). 

To Company: 

for contractual matters: 
 
Raphaël Remiche   
Tempora S.A.   
Rue des Anciens étangs, 1190 Forest 
Brussels, Belgium   
raphael.remiche@tempora.be  
Phone: +32 (0) 2 549 60 70 
 
With copy to: 
Amy Noble Seitz 
CEO 
Exhibits Development Group, LLC 
214 East 4th Street, Suite #170 
Saint Paul, MN 55101 
amys@exhibitsdevelopment.com 
Phone: +1 651 222 1121  
 

for project relations: 
 
Raphaël Remiche   
Tempora S.A.   
Rue des Anciens étangs, 1190 Forest  
Brussels, Belgium   
raphael.remiche@tempora.be  
Phone: +32 (0) 2 549 60 70 
 
With copy to:  
Elizabeth Frerichs 
Director of Tour Operations 
Exhibits Development Group, LLC 
214 East 4th Street, Suite #170 
Saint Paul, MN 55101 
elizabethf@exhibitsdevelopment.com 
Phone: +1 651 289 6750 
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To Exhibitor: 

for contractual matters: 
 
Francis Langston  
Chief Financial Officer 
Eastern Washington State Historical Society  
2316 W 1st Ave, Spokane, WA 99201 
Francis.Langston@northwestmuseum.org 
+1 509 363 5326 

for project relations: 
 

Name 
Title 
Eastern Washington State Historical Society  
2316 W 1st Ave, Spokane, WA 99201 
Email: 
Phone: 

 
36.2. All notices shall be effective upon delivery. A Party may change its respective address and fax number by 

giving notice as herein provided. 
 
37. PERTAINING TO THIS AGREEMENT 
 

37.1. This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the Parties and supersedes all prior agreements, 
understandings, and writings between the Parties with respect to its subject matter. Each Party acknowledges 
that no representations, inducements, promises, or agreements, oral or otherwise, have been made by such 
Party, which are not embodied herein or in an Appendix hereto, and that no other agreement, statement, or 
promise may be relied upon or shall be valid or binding. Neither this Agreement nor any term hereof may be 
changed, waived, discharged, or terminated orally. This Agreement may be amended or supplemented or any 
term hereof may be changed, waived, discharged, or terminated only by an agreement in writing signed by all 
Parties. 
 

37.2. If any provision of this Agreement shall be held invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement 
which can be given effect without such invalid or unenforceable provision shall remain in full force and effect. 
If any provision is held invalid or unenforceable with respect to particular circumstances, it shall remain in full 
force and effect in all other circumstances. 
 

37.3. The waiver by any Party of any breach or violation of any provision of this Agreement shall not operate or be 
construed as a waiver of any subsequent breach. 
 

37.4. If due to acts of God, insurrection, fire, weather, national emergency, or any other cause outside of the 
reasonable control of a Party to this Agreement ("Force Majeure"), the Exhibition is cancelled, delayed, or the 
performance of such Party under the terms of this Agreement is delayed or made impossible, such 
cancelation, postponement, or failure to perform shall not be considered a breach of this Agreement. In such 
event the Parties shall use reasonable efforts to reschedule the Exhibition or performance on mutually 
agreeable terms and conditions, it being understood that Company is under no obligation to extend the term 
of this Agreement or the Duration, and such Force Majeure shall not automatically extend the term of this 
Agreement or the Duration. 
 

37.5. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to create, nor shall anything herein be construed or interpreted as 
creating, an agency, a partnership, a joint venture, or any other relationship between Company and Exhibitor 
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except as expressly set forth herein, and both Parties understand that, except as expressly agreed to herein, 
each shall be responsible for its own separate debts, obligations, and other liabilities. 
 

37.6. The captions and headings used herein are for convenience only and shall not be construed as a part of this 
Agreement. 
 

37.7. Exhibitor and Company each assume their respective costs and fees resulting from preparing and entering into 
this Agreement. 

 
[Signature page to follow.] 
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38. ACCEPTANCES 
 
The individuals below are authorized by the respective organizations to negotiate, execute, and legally bind their 
respective principals to this Agreement. 
 
COMPANY: 
Company:  Tempora S.A.  
Address: Rue des Anciens étangs, 1190 Forest, Brussels, Belgium 
Name:  Benoît Remiche 
Title:  CEO 
Email:  raphael.remiche@tempora.be  Phone:  +32 (0) 2 549 60 70 
 
 
Signature:      Date:   
 
EDG: 
Company: Exhibits Development Group 
Address: 214 East 4th Street, Suite #170, Saint Paul, MN 55101 
Name:  Amy Noble Seitz 
Title:  CEO 
E-mail:  amys@exhibitsdevelopment.com  Phone:  +1 651 222 1121   
 
 
Signature:      Date:   
 
EXHIBITOR: 
Exhibitor:  Eastern Washington State Historical Society    
Address:    2316 W 1st Ave, Spokane, WA 99201 
Name:   Francis Langston   
Title:   Chief Financial Officer  
E-mail:  francis.langston@northwestmuseum.org Phone: +1 509 456 3931   
 
 
Signature:      Date: 

 
Please return three executed copies with Appendices to Exhibits Development Group. 

 
Appendices: 
Appendix A Exhibition Treatment and Object List 
Appendix B Technical Rider   
Appendix C Written Statement of Loan Approval 
Appendix D Borrower’s Terms 
Appendix E Sample Reporting Template 
Appendix F Sample Facility Report 


